IPRO Day Fall 2005

By Keven Arnold

Fawole said that the hardest part of the project was, "declaring on how to complete the project. There were various stages, and each had to be carefully considered. Understanding the costs and maintenance of the project was also a challenge." This semester was the first semester in which this project was considered, but the team plans to continue to work on the concepts. This semester, the team was focused mainly on research and idea development. Next semester, the team will work on implementation and sponsorship. Fawole said working on a team was a very good experience. "In the business world, I will not be able to complete every project on my own," she said, "so it was valuable learning to work on a team and learning from other people." IPRO allows students to pursue truly innovative concept, and help them become creative, "with constraints,," in today's business world. IPRO 99 presented one of the many unique projects shared at IPRO day. The team created its project My Way. An Application of Pervasive Computing: A Revolutionary Taxi Guide. Throughout the semester, the team had worked to develop an electronic taxi guide. Users can access information with the use of a tablet PC. The PC uses GPS and Wi-Fi triangulation to determine the location of a user. Based on this information, the computer will display information about surrounding sights, and places of interest.

In order to further the user’s experience, the team implemented the user guide as a virtual Segway. The Segway is a self-driven, self-powered transportation device. The team used the device as a vehicle for getting tourists around a campus or a city. This semester, the team made a working electronic version of the Segway and other elements, then began working on continuing development by creating a map of a larger area, like downtown Chicago.

As part of IPRO day, the team presented their project to judges on the work they have done, and the presentation that they give to students, faculty, and judges. The teams were separated into separate tracks based on the type of project they completed. The winner in track one, which was a design project, was IPRO 319: Sustanaible Landscape Design and Implementation for the Rice Campus. Track two’s winner, also a design project, was IPRO 392: Synthetic Biology: Engineering Novel Organisms. Track three’s winner, a process development project, was IPRO 341: Technology and the Public Sector—Perceptions Versus Reality. The award for the best website design went to IPRO 705: Music Tour + Segway—Applying Context Awareness and User-Centered Design.

The idea presented by the thirty-one different teams at IPRO day were all unique, and interesting. Students showed why IPRO continues to be a university that promotes professional development in their students, and truly helps them prepare for a career in the professional world. IPRO also gives students skills that cannot be gained from any other experience. Skills such as teamwork, organization, and budget management. IPROs will continue to be a valuable part of IP’s curriculum, and they will continue to help students be successful in today’s job market.
A white snow covered IIT
Union Board

Meetings: Tuesdays at 1

We will be moving to the MTCC ballroom next semester for our weekly meetings!

Union Board would like to wish you good luck with your final exams and have a safe and happy holiday season!

See you next semester:)
IPRO judging process leaves something to be desired by IIT students

By Joshua Mullin

OPINION EDITOR

Now, I'm not going to try and say that I'm not a sure Joes. Nor am I going to single out any of our judges or IPRO presentation groups to demonstrate any points I may have throughout. Such actions would make my article nothing, but a libre. This is the opinion section. I just want to get that out of the way before I receive hate mail from students and faculty alike.

So, I was involved in the infamous EnPro 354. That is, SkyBlue Mobile. We created a "passive" content delivery system where a student could receive a phone. Not only did we do that, but we rocked through like kings of business-related design and finding that which had only been screwed up in previous semesters. We started out with financial documentation that had massively incorrect assumptions, and we had no working code with which to start. What was complete didn't even compile.

So, throughout the semester, the entire team worked as one. We stayed late working on the project plan, which ended up being over 30 pages long, and we put in数小时 of extra-curricular effort coming up with potential clients, business models, and names of developers and angel investors or venture capitalists to invest in our company. This was an entrepreneurial project after all, wasn't it? To my knowledge, there was no group of students who had developed a little mock-up that worked on his cell phone to show around. I saw it the first few classes, and said, "Get it to do that.

Apparently, previous versions of this IPRO had made the mistake of flashing Bruce's demo around to the IPRO judges on previous IPRO days. The judges, having none of the supposed improvements by the students of the course had programmed this, evaluated the previous versions with some firsthand placements in the categories. Don't worry, I'm getting to my problem with the judging.

This semester, about a month before IPRO day, not only did our group pitch our ideas to a venture capitalist and an angel investor, but we started working out our presentation in preparation for IPRO Day. A pitch was documented in our final project reflection "prize" which was provided as part of our entry in IPRO day.

So, after a full month of practicing a presentation, Scott Koyles and Jake Krynski did a fantastic job at explaining the main point that was our IPRO. Now here's the problem. The judges who were looking at the product were the IPRO judges associated with the title of IPRO partisans, as well as some outside people who were in the field or interested in purchasing technology. Those judges had no idea what the IPRO department said simply. "We've seen this before. What did you guys actually do this semester?"

This absolutely floored me. In a situation where only one previous participant had stayed over, we received no less than a one page one of a CD full of randomly placed unbelievable documentation and some pretty pictures. We had a outline of a project plan that reflected a path our group no longer wanted to take the product, and we started from the floor. We did not have any actual ideas about the technical breakthroughs that was our own working code, and it worked on a smartphone. It was downloaded completely separately from the app store. I thought the idea of an app store was a new idea, and our ideas is several potential investors, some of which we convinced to come to IPRO day to actually do some of the professional presentations possible. In fact, everything outlined in our presentation had been done. It had been done done and a built program for programmers who work at IIT and know the grading scale for an IPRO project, scored the projects based on the correct scale which isn't supposed to be based out of 100. Now, having looked at the scoring sheet, I realized this just asked for something to be screwed up. If one judge writes 80 a score on a score sheet, and the other one writes 10/8, crosses out the 8, and writes a 10, what are the odds that the person adding up the scores won't just add up 8 to the former group's score and a 10 to the latter. What of 158? 2015? You can imagine how a group could get more points than others just based on the group of judges. I mean, there were 31 groups in IPRO day, and it was one of the other articles written about IPRO day would suggest. Two tracks were Entrepreneurial projects'. 31 groups with six judges per group, carry the one, yields 166 pieces of paper that have to be individually counted. Did the people counting take into account?

Last, there is the strict time limit. I was present for the first place group's presentation, and I was trying to ask them some questions. I reached a point that some things that I had researched to be false, and I wasted to see what sources were. The judges proceeded to ask the group ten minutes of questions, then cut off the question period before anyone in the audience could ask questions.

Perhaps I'm making a much bigger deal out of what happened than is necessary. I'm even sure I am. Perhaps if my group had been victorious, I would be writing an article about how great the IPRO judges/judging arena. I'm not saying that I wouldn't. Most of the judges must feel, and most were unbiased. Some based their scoring on false assumptions as to what had been completed in previous semesters, and in is in that field that I feel my group got absolutely gyped. Though it's not the end of the world, IPRO day is a competition that IIT students are required to participate in (if you don't participate, no advisor in his or her right mind would give you a passing grade). If we are going to be forced into a competition, we should at least have new judges every year for the presentation projects. In addition, we should get overall feedback on what that group's score was exactly based on.

After the news was out on trial for murder, and the defense attorney was considering the jury selection, a person was on the jury that produced a guilty verdict for a previous, similar-themed murder case would most certainly be ejected from the jury for the new case, as they would definitely hold a legal bias in the direction of the previous case's verdict. While it's not as serious as murder, it isn't to the end of the world, it's kind of discouraging as a group who worked as hard as we did push, market, and create a solution to a common problem for the judges to simply demand "Did you do anything?" Absolutely nothing. After all, it's just a tiny competition. That you prepare for an entire semester... Sometimes even more. To win... And to have something to put on your resume... And to have something to tell your parents and grandparents about... Isn't it?

Numerical tyranny's evil grasp

By Colin Emch-Wei

CHICAGO EDITOR

You're going to think I'm crazy, but I can honestly say that this subject has bothered me for many, many years and I believe it needs to be addressed.

I consider myself a sane and relatively educated individual. I have studied my various racial social issues within the past year or so, nor have I had any opinions of racial hatred. Or so I thought.

Out of the way, the fact that I believe we've been placated in a state of racial discrimination set forth by the current administration.

I don't treat people who have opinions. I don't treat people who make decisions that deal solely with the social issues of the present day. This is the only way that I understand what is written by a professor when I am asked to solve a multi-layered problem. What's the problem? Do they have to get the same issue with someone that they need to sit down and work every single day of craft? Because if that's the case, then how do you go about solving a problem concerning them, cutting them up, stalking them, or by telling a white relativeto relativities oblivious relations, oblivious relations oblivious any sense, people who doesn't. There's no space on the paper. The paper is just an exercise.

Math poses another deep burning philosophical question that I didn't prepare prerequisites for. I have always had a deep interest in physics. I was taught that everything was deterministic and determined by simple...
Yes, but Israeli citizens seem to hate the Facebook!

By Joseph Kaiser

If you have not heard about the Face-
book boycott that swept across the
state or the nation in the last few weeks,
then you are not well connected. It was
the result of a petition signed by over a
thousand people. The petition called
for a boycott of Facebook due to its
failure to address issues related to anti-
Semitic hate speech.

I was surprised to hear about this
boycott. I thought Facebook was a
company that values free speech and
allows people to express themselves
freely. However, this boycott proves
that Facebook needs to do more to
address these issues.

In response to the boycott, Facebook
announced that it would be removing
all content that violates its community
standards. This is a welcome step,
but more needs to be done.

I hope Facebook continues to
address these issues and that it
listens to its users. Facebook has
the power to make a difference,
and I believe it can do so.

Get your own opinion?

Become an Opinion Writer for TechNews!

Send submissions: muljios@it.edu

Happy Holidays! Or... Merry Christmas?

By Justin Schenk

If you’ve been following the right wing
news circuit, the latest news is that
“liberals” and “atheists” are trying to
destroy Christmas. Certain Christian
groups are saying that these groups are
taking Christmas away from Christians.
Some groups have even gone so far as to
file lawsuits in an attempt to stop
religious discrimination. The root of
their claim? People are saying “Happy
Holidays” to one another.

This really is ridiculous. Yes, the
“Happy Holidays” that the corporations
are using to say hello to people is
possibly a bit more inclusive. However,
the interest

Editor’s Note:

For the win and for the lose will not be
featured this week due to time constraints
on the authors in regards to the upcoming
and the semester. Look for it next week.
Against the Tide: political correctness on campus

By Justin Schenck

O
nce of the most important things to say administratively in the diversity on the campus. Diversity on campus is an admirable goal. A de-

cent body composed of different races, genders, sexual orientations, and religions is a great thing to have. Many of these things can be con-
temporary to liberal students. However, to have a point in the United States. This is not easily acceptable in society as a whole. The only type of diversity that is being practiced on this one is skin color. This is not the only type of diversity that is being practiced on this campus.

The University of Colorado is a great place to be. The University of Colorado is a great place to study. The University of Colorado is a great place to make friends. The University of Colorado is a great place to be. The University of Colorado is a great place to study. The University of Colorado is a great place to make friends. The University of Colorado is a great place to be.

The University of Colorado is a great place to be. The University of Colorado is a great place to study. The University of Colorado is a great place to make friends. The University of Colorado is a great place to be. The University of Colorado is a great place to study. The University of Colorado is a great place to make friends. The University of Colorado is a great place to be.
Merck and Company, cuts jobs

By Vijay Muthabathula
TECHNOLOGY WRITER

Merck & Co., the world’s No. 5 drug maker, faces tough scrutiny as it cuts thousands of jobs and makes several changes as part of its new proposed restructuring plan. The plan is expected to be announced on Monday, December 5th, and includes cuts in drug making operations within the company. The plan will also include a tightening focus on certain disease research areas.

Merck is trying out different options to improve its core business fundamentals and plan the company in a challenging position to face the present economic situation and future challenges. Merck spokesman Christopher Lader said, “We have committed to provide details about our plans as well as milestones and metrics that can be used to evaluate our progress against them by the end of the year, and we will.”

Merck, pulled painkiller Vioxx from the market in September 2004 when its own study revealed that the drug could double the risk of heart attack or stroke if taken for 18 months or longer.

Merck & Co Inc’s earnings fell short of its expectations and said it would cut 4,400 jobs to reduce costs. Merck, a component of the Dow Jones industrial average (DJI) is tracking earnings growth which shows negative for the second year. The reason might be stiff generic competition from other companies and also its research labs fail to produce new drugs to counterbalance slowing sales growth.

In order to reduce costs, it plans to cut about 3,200 full-time employees as well 1,200 part-time employees. This move was made after the company lacked significant job growth. These cuts will generate $250 million to $300 million of annual saving in payroll and benefit costs. Courtesy: forbes.com & cns.com

News Briefs

By Sherine George
NEWS EDITOR

Same-sex couples in South Africa will now be allowed to marry after a ruling by the country’s constitutional court yesterday. It has ordered the government to amend the country’s marriage laws within 12 months so that marriage will be defined as “a union between two persons” instead of the current “union between 1 man and a woman”.

The judges said that if the government failed to act, the court’s ruling would automatically become law on 2 December 2006.

Source: Associated Press

Australian drug smuggler Tuong Van Nguyen was hanged in Singapore at 6 a.m. Friday, December 16, despite widespread condemnation in Australia. “The sentence was carried out this morning at Changi Prison,” reported the Home Affairs Ministry. Church bells tolled in Nguyen’s home city of Melbourne at the scheduled time of his execution. The Australian government has called Singapore’s plan to hang Van Nguyen “barbaric.”

Source: CNN

Blackberry maker Research In Motion Ltd. is currently threatened by the possibility of having to shut down all operations. RIM was dealt another legal setback in a key patent infringement case on Wednesday, November 30th raising pressure to settle or face a possible shutdown of its U.S. mobile e-mail service. U.S. District Judge James Spencer will be setting up a hearing on whether RIM can keep selling or importing its Blackberry hardware and software in the United States. RIM released a statement saying that it would continue efforts to get the U.S. Supreme Court to review the case. The company also reiterated that it has prepared a software upgrade that can be used to work around the disputed patents.

Source: Reuters

In Paris, an ethics debate broke out over the world’s first partial face transplant with one surgeon challenging the decision to operate, while others suggested jealous patients might have been the real cause for this debate. Several doctors raised concerns about the psychological health of the French woman who received a transplanted nose, lips and chin. She had been brutally attacked by a dog six months ago. An adviser to the French medical ethics panel said the surgeon who operated violated the panel’s advice because they failed to try reconstructive surgery first. It was reported that transplant donor was immediately sought without trying to repair the woman’s face with more conventional surgery.

Source: Associated Press

Send briefs you have to georsch1@itj.edu or technewarticles@gmail.com
On the Cheap: Bacci Pizza

By Colin Emch-Wei

CHICAGO EDITOR

I recently ventured out to the city that must be a place not only for great pizza, but must be the place that college students often seek in that college拮atie spectacle at a college party.

Ask any Chicagoans and they’ll tell you a different place to get pizza. In fact, they’ll often swear upon and down that the place that they’ve suggested is the only place in Chi-

cago that they’ll get pizza. That pizza is absolutely ridiculous, but is another thing altogether. We’ve digested. When we asked people about the Chicago Pizza, we got shrill looks, and half-hearted explanations about how you should pay top dollar for good pizza. We dined it unacceptable, and moved for-

ward.

Finally, after muchquestioning and some irritation (go to long story involving bringing you the news), we were pointed toward a place that supposedly is obvious: Bacci Pizza.

It was an experience of hearsay restaurants in the Chiagoan area: the one where we dined was on an alfresco, a quick trip on the expressway. We have an acquaintance of a leisurely ambiance in the restaurant, to the location, as we have yet missed an efficient method of getting there via CTA, El or other-

wise.

Bacci Pizza is family owned and op-

erated, and that fact becomes immediately apparent once you enter the restaurant. It’s moderately priced, and reels of casual dining. Come here in sweats, and nobody will care. The place is decorated with two and pieces of hometown American, and while well kept, it’s not overbear-

ing.

We marched forward to the counter af-

ter passing the reasoning. The pizza is in fact cheap...to the tune of $3.25. This means col-

orful and sanitary display of pizza and a refill-

able fountain drink ("pop", for those inclined to say that way). Before we get any further, let me state something about this pizza. A sin-

gle slice is absolutely massive, and will fill any entire pizza probably isn’t baked; it’s harvested from a historically modified crop of super-pizzas. So if there’s no one below us, you’ll soon see that’s no need any. The pizza itself isn’t out-of-this world, but it isn’t bad half bad.

The toppings choices come down to pepperoni, sausage, cheese, and some sort of vegetable melding. Our truck team reported that both the pepperoni and the sausage were equally acceptable...even quite good. The crust was crispy, well baked, and supple, while the cheese and toppings were liberally applied to give the pizza a nice, well rounded body. This slice of the pizza most definitely added the dining experience.

Lastly, it should be mentioned that these locations lie on the east of the city, the area that is known for its bigger Italian food items are available, i.e. various pastas and entrees. Yes, they de-

rigeur.

Bacci Pizza is located at 500 S. Archer Ave, and you can reach them at (773) 585-

4460. To find a branch that’s either closer to you or in a more desirable area, please visit www.baccipizza.com. Give it a shot...you’ll be glad you did.

Finals week studying in Chicago

By Justin Scheck

COPY EDITOR

Finals week is coming up, and with it periods of epic studying. Some people just can’t deal with studying in their rooms. Whether it’s loud roommates, bong fumes, or a need to get out of the room they’ve been in for a semester, it’s not an uncom-

mon predicament. I’m going to go some off-campus coffee shops here for you that can get you a nice place to study and get some coffee at the same time.

Intelligentsia Coffee Roasters

3123 N. Broadway

M-Th: 6PM-8PM, F: 6AM-11PM, SAT: 7AM-11PM, SUN: 7AM-11PM

I’ve personally been to this place. It’s the perfect combination of coffee and bookstores. It’s in the city, and has hot tea as well. I love the fact that they have tea as well. I had an interview there earlier this year, and the coffee is excel-

lent. Take the Red Line to Fullerton, and walk a couple blocks east.

Peet’s Coffee and Tea Inc.

1000 W. North Ave.

M-F: 6AM-8PM, SAT: 7AM-9PM, SUN: 7AM-9PM

Peet’s is a great chain of coffee places that is perfect for studying. I personally had an interview there earlier this year, and the coffee is excel-

lent. Take the Red Line to North/Clybourn, and Peet’s is on the same street as the Red Line to North/Clybourn.

Filter

1585 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Open 7 days a week 10AM-10:30PM

Filter is an interesting Wicker Park coffeehouse that is open a bit later than your aver-

age Starbucks and other coffeehouses. Take the Blue Line to Damen and walk a little north to the 3-way intersec-

tion of North Ave., Milwaukee Ave., and Damen Ave.

Atmos

1975 W. Chicago Ave.

M-F: 7AM-10PM, SAT: 8AM-5PM

Another Wicker Park fa-

voret is Atmos, an interest-

ing coffeehouse. The "Breakfast of Champions" in-
cludes coffee, juice, toast, and any item for $5. You can find the Blue Line to Chicago, and hit the #66 bus southbound to Chi-

go and Damen.

Harold Washington Library Cen-

ter

400 S. State M-Th: 9AM-7PM, F-Sat: 9AM-5PM, Sun: 1PM-5PM

Other than coffeehouses, the library is always a good bet. It even has its own coffee shop.

If you want to stay around campuses, you still have a couple options. The obvious ones are the 43rd Street and the MCTC. Other than that, the best bet for studying is the Donut Donut located south of campus. It’s a 31st and Halsted in the same plaza as the GameStop. Last I checked, it was open 24 hours. There is also one further north on Roosevelt and Wabash.

City Lights:

Craftily Compromised

By J.R. Brilla III

TECHNEWS WRITER

May is when you will prob-
ably disagree with me on this subject, but I would like to bring your attention to the ability of Chicago to successfully blend new and old, this not being the basis for objection, but being the product of choice. Before I get into that, there is a number of differing levels of interaction between the architecture and customs of old and that of the new, each of which must be han-

dled carefully in order to produce success.

Constructions of new and old, similarly adjacent, ask that each complement the other sim-

ply in face, or in the case of Chicago, compliment the diversity of the area vast-

ely. By these, there are projects in which the interactions between the new and the old are brought to a completely intense state, those in which new materi-

als implement the abilities of old details in a less honest sense.

Thus, slightly less intimate yet more honest, as the materials are true to what they wish to be, there are those projects in which new is asked to extend the idea and purpose of old. This circumstance allows each, old and new, to re-

tain the values with which they have been given by nature, while asking them to ex-

ist in syncronous harmony with each other.

Having presented some of the varying lev-

els of interaction, I would like to draw your at-

tention back to the project which seems, in my opin-

ion, to exemplify the meld-

ing of old and new. It is in that fermentation that Chicago’s finest example in that of Soldier Field, a monument to the resolution of differing era-

s within one capsule.

Very much the same in effect is that of the Ger-

many’s Reichstag, it is my belief that Soldier Field surpasses this project in its ability to achieve a success in harmonious existence between elements. For those of you who are familiar with the Reichstag and the kind of architecture that we as an American government are used to, Soldier Field is able to add that functionality to the monu-

ment building, having been

in conjunction with the cre-

ation of an addition, playing second fiddle to that of the history in some instances while equal or greater than the historical in others. I am not taken by the ability of the new to create an attractive yet soothing backdrop to which the beauty of the old can be clearly emphasized. The uniformity of the new add-

tion, in conjunction with its placement in relation to the old, allows itself to become a neutral palatte, enhanc-

ing the beauty of the old. Beyond this, there is a remnant of the heritage and German’s ferocious pursuits against others, including, to own word, the Reichstag, com-

mented to worked to restore the use of this facility as par-

liament, while also acting to symbolically ren-

d the actions of the government to the public, as so to allow society to be led blindly into future pursuits of aggression against the wellbeing and livelihood of others.

While the preceding is as it concept, the architect enforced the shell of the building as the necessary reminder of the past, and retained a di-

verse side of being inhabited by the public. As a con-

trast, one will find a column of mirrors, acting almost to reflect light into the para-

liament chambers below, and to allow the public views of said chamber, from any point within the dome mind you. Finally, as can be in-

ferred by what I have just mentioned, the Reichstag chamber exists below this, as the point of immense public use.

While this concept was executed well within the scope of the building, and has been given much description. The resolution of the meeting of dome and building, at the exterior, has not been given such a thoroughness. Yes, it is as though the jagged glass and marble has been thrust uncannily into the peacefulness of the parliament, but the resolu-

tion at this point is quite clever in fact enough to distort the concept yet acceptable enough to allow it a suc-

cess comparable to that of Soldier Field.

Historically a portent for the world, Soldier Field, was an attempt of a nation to the world of architecture for a solution allowing the use of a monumental palat-

iment building, having been

managed by fire in the latter days of the Second Reich, more specifically 1933. The argument predic-

ted, as architecture depends highly on history, and erro-

neous does compensate of this fashion, I believe that it is now time to present to you the historical basis for the concepts from which each arose.

As a reminder of the historic German and her forcious pursuits against others, including, to own word, the Reichstag, commented to worked to restore the use of this facility as parl-

liament, while also acting to symbolically ren-
d the actions of the German to the public, as so to allow society to be led blindly into future pursuits of aggression against the wellbeing and livelihood of others. The

begun with my previous arti-

cles, describing the depth with which each topic is studied, design with careful consideration of the surroundings is imperative to the understanding of the world, whether this be so simple as aesthetics or to in-depth as history. This consideration is even more prevalent in our current perspective, as the muse of pre-

vious spaces has become quite common. I leave you once again a new tool with which to understand the world, should you want to see fit to use it.
Lyric Opera House presents Sir Michael Tippett's The Midsummer Marriage

By Alice Wong

ARTS EDITOR

Act I. The set is in a temple and sanctuary located in a clearing, twilight before dawn on a summer solstice morning. Mark and Jennifer are to be married and a group of their friends arrives early. They hide when dancers come out of the temple, followed by the Ancients. Mark arrives during the dance and announces a new dance for his wedding day. The Ancients are entrance and, when he insists, the He-Ancient informs the leading dancer to demonstrate to Mark that the new dance may be dangerous and ugly. When the dancers and the Ancients disappear, Mark explains to his friend that he does not know who the Ancients are, though it has been known to him. Jennifer arrives, not dressed for a wedding but for a journey. She tells Mark she has left her father for good, but not to marry: "I'll love you. I will, but truth." Taking no notice of his attempts to get her to change her mind, she goes to a broken stone altar statue, climbs it and disappears. The distressed Mark, seeing that she has chosen the light, chooses the shadow for himself and vanishes through a dark doorway into the hillside. King Fisher, Jennifer's father, rushes in just in time to see Mark disappear. Assuming that Jennifer is with him, he orders Bella, his secretary, to knock and ask for his daughter. The Ancients appear and explain briefly that the dances are only for the proper people and that there are no proper people. King Fisher wants the gates forced, so Bella runs off and fetches her boyfriend Jack, who is a mechanic. King Fisher tries to talk to Mark and Jennifer's friend, to impress them with his importance and even to help them to help him. Jack is quite ready to carry out King Fisher's orders, but Bella and the girl try to dissuade him, particularly when a voice from the temple cries "beaware." The problem is resolved by the appearance of Jennifer, dressed in white, at the top of the staircase. Glasses by the vision of light and peace she has had leads to no notice of her father, but she acts to continue Mark who emerges from the cave, dressed in red and dabbed by the light. They face each other, Jennifer proclaiming "I am a child of the stony heavens," and Mark answering "I am a child of the fruitful earth." Jennifer holds up a mirror to show Mark that his vision is false but he causes it to fall and shatter. Jennifer then goes into the hillside to try and see Mark's vision, while he ascends the staircase.

Act II. The same place as seen from a different angle. The afternoon of the midsummer day. Bella and Jack leave the other young people, wishing to be alone. Bella tells Jack that she now feels it is time they were married and they look forward to a temple but commented married life. As they stroll off together, the dancers come out of the temple and perform three ritual dances: The Earth in Autumn, a bare female by a handful of dry. The Water in Winter, a fish chased by an otter. And The Air in Spring, a bird pursued by a hawk. As the dance goes on, the victim becomes weaker. Jack and Bella see the last dance and Bella is terrified that the dancer representing the victim will be killed. Jack manages to calm her fears and she returns to her normal, careful self, playfully tidying her hair and fixing her face in her mirror. They run off happily together.

Act III. Evening and Night of the midsummer day. The young men and women are dancing and singing, waiting for King Fisher, who has summoned them. He brings his private clarinetist, Madame Sorosetti, to help him entice the Ancients, who, he thinks, have bewitched his daughter. They assure him that "she is in bondage to her fate, not us," but he still goes on with his challenge. Madame Sorosetti, heavily veiled, looks into a bowl and sees a vision of Jennifer in a rainbow, approached by a winged lion which turns into the figure of a young man. Realizing that it is Mark, King Fisher angrily accuses her of lying and breaks the bowl. She then falls silent. Enraged at this, King Fisher takes Jack with a gun and orders him to unveil her. He refuse and throws down the gun. He leaves with Bella and King Fisher prepares to unveil Sorosetti himself, despite the forebodings of the Ancients and the young men and women. When the last veil is removed what is revealed is not Sorosetti but an incandescent bulb which opens to reveal mark and Jennifer "poised in mutual contemplation," clothed in red and gold. King Fisher prepares to "free" his daughter by shooting Mark, but when Mark and Jennifer look at him "in a gesture of power," he collapses on the ground dead. The body is carried into the temple and the fourth ritual dance is begun, The Fire in Summer. A fire is lit and the flowers, which has closed again, seems to be consumed in flame. The dancers, the Ancients and Mark and Jennifer disappear, leaving their friends wondering whether what they have seen is real or a vision. Mark and Jennifer enter from different directions; this time both dressed for their wedding, and greet each other joyfully, in peace and harmony "after the visionary night."

Enjoy Art and Entertainment?

Do you like to explore the cultural aspects the city has to offer in music, dance and museums?

If so, you should apply to be the Arts and Entertainment Editor for TECHNEWS.

If interested, please e-mail your resume to applications@gmail.com.

If you suddenly have or see any of these symptoms, call 9-1-1 immediately: Numnessness or weakness of the face, arm or leg, especially on one side of the body • Confusion, trouble speaking or understanding • Difficulty seeing in one or both eyes • Trouble walking, dizziness, loss of balance or coordination • Severe headache with no known cause

Learn more at StrokeAssociation.org or 1-888-4-STROKE.

American Stroke Association

©2005 American Heart Association / Make possible in part by generous grant from Blue Cross Blue Shield Foundation.
Staying in **Chicago** over Winter Break?

Are you planning on staying in Chicago during break?

Wondering what you can do or where to go?

Visit these amazing museums around town!

By Alice Wong
ARTS EDDITOR

All Photos by Alice Wong
Museum Campus: three attractions, one park

The Museum Campus is a culmination of three of world class attractions that are all within walking distance of each other as well as the Chicago lakefront. Also, Museum Campus is a continuation of Daniel Burnham's vision of a continued system of parks.

Museum of Science and Industry
57th Street, Lake Shore Drive
(773) 684-1414
Hours: Mon – Fri: 9:30am-4:00pm
Sat: 9:30am-5:30pm
Sun: 11:00am-5:30pm

Exhibits and Omnimax Films:
Christmas Around the World and Holidays of Light
U-505 Submarine
Ocean Oasis
Magnificent Desolation
The Living Heart: Cardiovascular Imagery by Alexander Tiusars

---

Adler Planetarium
1300 S. Lake Shore Drive
312-922-STAR
Hours: Monday-Sunday 9:30am-8:20pm
First Friday of every month 9:30pm-10pm

Exhibits and Shows going on at the planetarium:
Original Apollo 8 Flight Manual
Lost Spacecraft: Liberty Bell 7 Recovered
75 Years of Collecting at the Adler Planetarium
Star of Wonder: Estrella de Miravilla
Race to Edge of the Universe Time Space... The Infinite Adventure

---

Shedd Aquarium
(Pictured bottom left)
1200 S. Lake Shore Dr.
312-939-2438
Hours: Monday-Friday 9am-6pm

Field Museum
(Pictured bottom right)
1400 S. Lake Shore Dr
312-922-9410
Hours: Everyday 9am-5pm; Last admission at 4pm

Events going on now:
Pompeii: Stories from an Eruption
Eliminating Disease: Discoveries from China
Jungles
Design Innovations in Manufacturing
Transforming Tradition: Pottery from the Mata Ortiz

---

Off the campus

Smith Museum of Stained Glass Windows
at Navy Pier
800 E. Grand Ave
312-395-7437
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 10am-9pm
Friday and Saturday (9am-10pm)

The Smith Museum of Stained Glass Windows is the first museum dedicated solely to stained glass windows. It features 150 secular and religious stained glass windows located in the Festival Hall in Navy Pier. The windows are designed by local, national, and European artists. Most of the windows were originally installed in Chicago area residential, commercial and religious buildings. The museum also includes stained glass portraits of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Michael Jordan and a window created from soda bottles.
Your guide to getting an Xbox 360

By Justin Schenk

technews@it.edu

Understanding we’ve all heard the stories about the Xbox 360 rush by now. GameStop, Best Buy, EB Games, and Wal-Mart had midnight events where the Xbox 360 went on sale at 12:00AM on launch night. Maybe you’ve even heard the story about Peter Gonzales. He waited outside the Fifth Avenue Best Buy store for his Xbox 360 to go live at 7:00PM on Sunday for the 12:00AM launch that Tuesday. Everyone is sure about eBay – sales of increasing dollar value hit the auction site at approximately 12:01 AM, and even weeks before, 1,800 Xbox 360s were sold on eBay from 12:01 AM to 12:02 PM on Tuesday night.

We should all be familiar with the problem of a new console releasing at this time of year. Sony’s PlayStation 2 had the same shortage problem. Xbox 360’s problem is exacerbated by the fact that they’re doing a worldwide release, so North America has

 Texas scores one for consumer’s rights

By Justin Schenk

copy editor

You may remember the crisis that Sony/BMG Music went through (and is still going through) after the story broke that they hid a rootkit on consumers’ computers as part of their Digital Rights Management anti piracy scheme. The Recording Industry Association of America applauded Sony, but that’s no surprise at all, is it? At first Sony said they were going to halt production of the copyright protection scheme, but that wasn’t enough. When viruses began to emerge exploiting the rootkit, Sony stepped it up further. They pulled every CD with this DRM scheme off the shelves, offered to reimburse everyone with new CDs, and wrote an uninstaller.

or the rootkit to be made available for free. The first uninstaller didn’t remove the rootkit, simply the cloak that made it hidden on your computer. The second one actually had a far greater security hole than the rootkit itself – allowing any web site to download, install, and run any code it would like on your computer. Right now, there is no uninstaller available for downloading. Sony doesn’t truly care any way, as shown by Thomas Mess, Sony’s president of global digital business, saying “Most people don’t even know what a rootkit is, so why should they care about it?” Let’s not even get into how the Sony rootkit software that was designed to prevent copyright infringement in fact breaks the terms of a copyright agreement. A self that will be in geek, techie and geek folklore circles for years to come. They actually stole the code from Don Johnson, the young Norwegian artist of DCSS12, who was the MDPA’s own same for some time until their charges were dropped out by the Norwegian courts.

Some people have taken it upon themselves against Sony for this. Not just the bloggers online that broke the story and castigated them for it, but legally, The Electronic Frontier Foundation, an organization dedicated to preserving rights online and combating certain industry representatives’ legal attacks on people like Jon Johnson, filed a lawsuit in Los Angeles County against Sony/BMG. The state of California brought legal charges against Sony/BMG a little while back. Now, they are joined by the state of Texas.

On Monday, November 21st, the Attorney General of the state of Texas filed a civil lawsuit against Sony/BMG for violation of its software laws. The discs require customers to download the Sony software if they want to install the CDs, and the software remains hidden and active. Even if users disable the agreement and do not install the software, files are still installed to monitor customers’ software purchases and history. The state of Texas is seeking civil penalties of $100,000 per violation.

For more information, or to send in your articles, email henrekv@it.edu.

Writers wanted!

Do you like computers, the internet, PDAs, cellphones, toys, gadgets, cars, planes, music, gaming, alternative power, new inventions or technology in general? Do you like to write? Write for the TechNews Technology section.

FreshTech

By Kevin Henry

TuesJul 5 2005

Immunizing the Internet

Researchers at University of Washington have developed a method to automatically detect, analyze, and distribute a "cure" for viruses spread across the internet. The method involves a network of "honeycombs," computers, or computers that seem like an ordinaryulnerable computer. The honeycombs would attract a virus, using a secure and dedicated network to isolate it from the rest of the viruses, quickly analyzing the virus using all the computers, and then quickly distributing the "cure." The virus would spread like a virus itself, immunizing unaffected computers from the virus.

The new face of things

Surgeons in France have successfully performed the world’s first face transplant. The transplant was only a partial transplant of facial tissue. A woman with severe disfigurement from an attack from a dog received a graft of the skin, lips and nose of a woman donor. The graft consisted of skin, fat, muscle tissues, veins, arteries and nerves. It will be known in a few weeks if the transplant will be a complete success.

Holographic disks

In France, researchers and Hitech Maxell have developed a holographic memory disk. The disks hold 300 GB, 60 times more than a DVD. The technology works to store more data by using the interference of light. The method developed can also read and write data at 30 times faster than a DVD, by being able to read and write millions of bits simultaneously. The 5.1 inch disks will be released next year, with compatible disk drives coming late next year.

Super spring and super strong

A new material made of carbon nanotubes has been created at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The foam like material acts as a layer of crush springs, fletxes and moves, but withstands both and other forces that tend to say and lose their springiness, the carbon nanotubes are strong and remain flexible.

Samsung pays the way for bigger drives

Samsung has come out with a hard drives now consist- ing of 125GB platters. The current limit of hard drive storage is 100GB platters, but these new drives lead the way to higher density data storage. Their SpinPoint P10 contains two of these platters for a total of 200GB. The drive currently has an eight megabyte buffer and runs at 7200 RPM, but is priced around $100.

Color your bubble with Zubbles

Inventor Tim Knezevich has spent the last 11 years trying to create colored bubbles that disappear after popping. After dealing with chemical burns, melted clothes, evacuations due to crowded offices, and more, he finally succeeded. The biggest problem with making these bubbles was creating a dye that would not stain things around it when it popped. After receiving a half million dollars in financial backing, years of experimenting with different chemicals and dyes, and even calling in a dye chemist, he was able to create a color bubble, whose color disappeared after it popped. The color bubbles, called Zubbles, will reach stores in February.

Scratchpad CDs

One of the biggest problems with CDs and DVDs, that most people can agree on, is their ability to get scratched. Now there is the ScratchLess Disk. The disks are being called “The World’s Safest Optical Disk.” They feature 20 small bumps on the bottom of the disk that help protect the surface of the disk, as well as the Invisible-Safety Shield, which is a coat of scratch resistant polymer. The two levels of protection create a safe and reliable disk. The company sells the disks in CD-R/RW and DVD-R/RW formats.

Be a rockstar without a guitar

Even since the rock and roll craze was started, there has been the past time of playing the air guitar. Computer scientists at Helsinki University of Technology have taken this idea and have developed the Virtual Air Guitar project. Using a camera and a computer to monitor hand movements of the air guitar player, the computer interprets the movements into riffs and licks that are played on speakers. The user can then even record the air guitar into a rockstar.
a bumper sticker never changed the world
registerandvote2004.org

vote. it's the simplest way to be heard.
Minutes from the November 29 SGA meeting

TOPIC OF DISCUSSION:
The topic of discussion was first and it was about the CAMPUS SAFETY WALK, for which PUBLIC SAFETY'S DIRECTOR, Steve Robin had come over to talk about campus safety, rules, and answered questions that the student body had.

OFFICER REPORTS:
The last week's SGA meeting had an End of the Semester report from each of the officers.

FB Committee:
TIM SCHUG is RE-ELECTED CHAIR OF FINANCE BOARD
Vahith Agarwal is Vice Chair, Bill Ward for Treasurer, Chake Oshikhuw for FUB Coordinator, Aleksandra Zedek for Assistant FUB Coordinator, Alyana George for Workshop, Nikoos Absharai is achieves manager.

Starts of the month of November:
Prof. Dr. Joy Cheng.
TA of portraits: Fernando Alessandini.
Student: Nikoos Absharai involved in AICHE, ASA, working on new orgs.

OLD BUSINESS:
FB Admissions: Cost Amendment:
This was proposed by Brian Lloyd and seconded by me. A SGA vote.
FB ADMISSION COSTS GUIDELINE CHANGE AMENDMENT WAS MODIFIED AND APPROVED TO BE TABLED TO DISCUSSION FOR THE NEXT MEETING (in the next semester).

Next amendment:
Tim Schug proposes this amendment which would change the existing FB Guidelines to become AAS and the change the General Criteria to become Guidelines.

NEW BUSINESS:
FB Allocation:
AICHE - Programming - Welcome back party - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) Are you bringing the food here? D) No, it is cheaper to go to the food center and go there.
Flat Top Grill.

AICHE - Programming - 3rd Annual Banquet - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) What is the menu? $59 per person?
A) Dinner includes 1st course, 2nd course, 3rd course, 4th course.
Q) What is noticed for the dinner?
A) $200 and $800 for other.
Q) Did you take into consideration vegetarian item?
A) Yes, they have a pre-set item.
Q) Open bar or cash bar?
A) Per finance board guidelines, the org contribution is for the open bar.
Q) How many will be IIT students?
A) About 80-90 are IIT students. There are other professionals who donate to ASCE.

CSAMC - Programming - Medieval times - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) No questions were asked.

GOSH - Conference - MGCA - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) No questions were asked.

GSA - Programming - Gloucester Mills - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) No questions were asked.

IVCF - Conference - Winter - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) What is the cost? $37?
A) It is 75.53, which goes to org contribution.

IVCF - Conference - Greek Conference - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) Different people?
A) Yes, open to different people, but same people may come.

MSFC - Capital - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) Organization confirmation: only 625.
Q) Where will they be held?
A) In the MSFC Office.

PI Kappa Phi - Conference - Mid Year Leadership Conference - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) No questions were asked.

BEA - Programming - luau/ni Concert - description read by Tim Schug.
Q) Are all members of Class of 2009 coming?
A) Only the guidance's band. Cause the singer is in Pakistan.
Q) Plans for this concert?
A) More for the band.
Q) Same as the band in the survey?
A) Survey has a typo.

Q) What is transportation fare?
A) Airfare for them to come to Chicago.

Approval of new student organizations:
THREE NEW CLUBS WERE APPROVED:
Society for Biological Engineering (SBE), Badminton Club and The Outings Club.

Stars for the month of November:

Star Professor of the Month: Dr. Joy Cheng.
Star T.A. of the Month: Fernando Alessandini.
Star Student of the Month: Nikoos Absharai.
Congratulations and thank you very much!
To announce, please send e-mails to tapan@iit.edu.
All Campus Safety Walkthrough

By Lauren Joyce

Ever walk past those dark parts of campus wishing there were some lights around? Ever wonder where to find the nearest emergency call box if you were in trouble? Being a college student enrolled in eight classes, an athlete who endures early morning practices, a commuter or staff member who rides the shuttle, or a Vandercook student whose building is hidden in the shadows of campus, the dark regions of campus can make one feel quite unsafe and at risk for unattended attacks.

Knowing these feelings of the IIT community, Student Government Association (SGA) President Jesse Tenenbaum organized a Campus Safety Walkthrough last Tuesday evening. All attendees were provided with a campus map. Two routes were covered, but attendees could vary from these predetermined routes if they felt other areas of the campus needed investigation.

With a strong turnout, representatives from Student Activities, Alpha Sigma Alpha, TechNews, SGA, Commuter Student Association, Faculty Student Association, Facilities, Public Safety, Women’s Center, and others walked the entire campus seeing dark areas as well as areas that needed emergency call boxes installed on the campus map provided by Tenenbaum.

Upon completion of the walk, all attendees congregated in the Executive Conference Room where they discussed problems that needed immediate attention. In addition, everyone filled out evaluation forms regarding the importance and effectiveness of the walkthrough. The Facilities Department was very responsive to everyone’s suggestions, and the campus should see some new roof lights being installed as well as replaced by the start of next semester. Overall, the walkthrough was seen as beneficial to the entire community, and Tenenbaum plans to coordinate efforts with Facilities in order to revamp the dark regions on campus and improve the safety of the IIT community.

The Leadership Academy is proud to offer

FULL SCHOLARSHIPS

to qualified undergraduate students at IIT.

All freshman, sophomore, and junior students are invited to apply for this scholarship.

Applications and faculty nomination forms are available on-line http://leadershipacademy.iit.edu/leadAcad_scholarships.shtml
or at the Leadership Academy office located at
3424 S. State St. 4th Fl, Room 4A6-2.
Hope is more powerful than a hurricane.

Help victims of Hurricane Katrina and thousands of other disasters across the country each year by donating to the Disaster Relief Fund, which enables the Red Cross to provide food, shelter, counseling and other assistance to those in need.

American Red Cross
1-800-HELP NOW
redcross.org

Ad Council. This message brought to you by the American Red Cross and the Ad Council.
Breaking the barriers:

HEBREW

Hello - shalom
How are you? - ma shalomcha
Goodbye - lehitot

English - Merry Christmas and a happy New Year
Hebrew - chag-molad sameach ve-shana tova
Pronunciation - kha-g-moolad-sameach-ve-sh-n-to-vah

English - Give me a pita with falafel
Hebrew - tuvi pita im falafel
Pronunciation - tu-vi-pi-tah-im-fal-afel

English - You celebrate Christmas but I celebrate Hanukkah
Hebrew - ata chageg et chag-hanukkah
Pronunciation - ah-tah-ho-geg-et-hah-hun-kah

Word Search

CHRISTMAS PUZZLE

A X G E M E E E E X E L S X W E R M H Y
N E Q V T U I W G I L A D D E L S T C
S Z C L A U S S G G M V Y L I M A F A U
N G Z R V C H T T N M E N C S V O E Y
G Y R B F T D S L I O D S A A I W R V
L N Q R E S S I K H E E G N R C O D W I
W T I K L T R E O G E T N E O F R X S J
S O I K E H N W L R A T M O C L R D M K R
G N N K C G N I P P O H S E I Q C R A U
U E O S W I I W R F B G S N J V T A X
K E K I R A T S C R O O G E G I S C I E
D D V D T H D S N P H I L L N N E D K
P B H E C A Y D X S F B Y F I G V Q L Q
A R P N T F R U I T C A K E E P L F E K V
T C I T R E E O S Z D D S V P E I S M I
Q R S R F M G U C I F U T F A N N H E N C
G N A T U W F Q L E T Z Q Y R M C Q E K
T T N U A V Q O W S D A P N W G K S U Z
N P T R B N H D O Y Q B O C V P T V F V
S F A H N X G L N W R Z D F B M V U

Christmas Word List

CAROLING
CELEBRATE
CHRISTMAS
CLAUS
DECORATIONS
EGGNOG
ELVES
I P U
FAMILY
FRUITCAKE
GIFTS
GRINCH
HOLIDAY
JINGLE
LIGHTS
MISTLETOE
REINDEER
SANTA
SCROOGE
SHOPPING
SLED
SNOW
SONG
STAR
STOCKING
TREE
WINTER
IN 200 YEARS
A LOT HAS CHANGED ON
THE LEWIS AND CLARK
TRAIL. ESPECIALLY IF
YOU'RE A GRIZZLY.

Habitat protection for the
endangered grizzly bear is
one of many programs
that protect and restore
what Lewis & Clark saw
200 years ago.

WHAT'S LOST?
WHAT'S LEFT?
WHAT CAN YOU DO?

WALK WITH THEM AND SEE WHAT YOU DISCOVER.
WWW.LEWISANDCLARK200.ORG
What to watch for: NFL week 14

By Matt Helland
SPORTS EDITOR

New England 24 Buffalo 17
This is the Bills final chance to make a run at a division title. At 4-7 the Bills will most likely need to win out to steal the division crown from Buffalo. However, the Bills are more concerned with getting quarterback J.P. Losman experience at this point in the season and would score enough points to win.

Tampa Bay 17 Carolina 28
The NFC South has to be the most competitive division in football. With three teams fighting for the title, a loss to a division rival can be devastating. The Panthers have had the Bucs number over the years and have been awesome at home this year.

Cleveland 13 Cincinnati 28
Chad Johnson and the Bengals offense touched the Browns in week 1 and shouldn't have a problem repeating their success at home. Look for Johnson to have another big week. Expect 100 plus receiving yards and a pair of touchdowns from the All-Pro.

Indianapolis 24 Jacksonville 10
Many experts have picked the Colts to lose their first game in Jacksonville this week. The Jaguars did hold Indy to 50 points in week 2, but lost the game 37-0. Even though Jacksonville is at home this week, they will be without starting quarterback Byron Leftwich and will struggle to score against the improved Colts defense.

St. Louis 17 Minnesota 21
Who would have thought that the Vikings would be in the playoff hunt after their 2-5 start. With the Bears difficult schedule over the final month, Minnesota actually has a chance at the division title. While I don't see the Vikings winning the division this year, I think they will continue their roll for at least another week.

Oakland 20 N.Y. Jets 10
If you're not a die-hard Jets or Raiders fans, you won't want to watch this game. Both teams are looking toward 2006 and have little more than pride to play for.

Chicago 6 Pittsburgh 7
This is the test that the Bears have been waiting for. They have a chance to finally prove to all the doubters that they are a Superbowl contender. The Bears defense will hold up against the Steelers offense, but I can see Kyle Orton making any plays against the physical Pittsburg defense.

Houston 21 Tennessee 28
Texas fans haven't had much to cheer about all season, but if the Texans keep losing the fans will at least be able to talk about their number one pick in the 2006 draft.

Washington 28 Arizona 21
The Redskins looked impressive the first two months of the season, but have gone into a tailspin since. Washington still has an outside chance at winning a wild-card spot, but their schedule has to start this week in the desert.

N.Y. Giants 24 Philadelphia 14
Without Donovan McNabb the Eagles are a complete different team. The Giants should stick the line of scrimmage and force the Eagles to beat them through the air; something backing Mike McMahon has failed to do.

San Francisco 13 Seattle 35
The Seahawks will only rely on Shaun Alexander, who is looking to improve on his league leading rushing statistics. Look for Alexander to rush for over 150 yards and reach the endzone at least twice.

Kansas City 21 Dallas 28
The Cowboys allow less than 100 rushing yards a game, and shouldn't have trouble shutting down Larry Johnson. Roy Williams will then too his part in taking away the Chiefs second option, TE Tony Gonzalez.

Baltimore 6 Denver 28
The Broncos will be huge favorites in this game and should easily win by two touchdowns. Look for the Denver back to account for over 200 yards rushing on the day.

Miami 16 San Diego 27
The Chargers are another team that needs to win out to guarantee a playoff birth. With a tough schedule the rest of the way, this is a must win versus a beatable team. Look for Drew Brees to lead the offense in this game and into the playoffs.

Detroit 10 Green Bay 20
The Packers haven't lost a home game to Detroit in years. If they ever have any easy win, this should be an easy win for the Packers.

New Orleans 13 Atlanta 21
Michael Vick has dominated the Saints in the past, and the key to this game will be his ability to run. If Vick holds onto the football and make good decisions in the passing game, this should be an easy win for Atlanta.

#1, pilsner lager
#2, stout lager
#1, pilsner
#1, pilsner
#2, stout lager

Never underestimate "just a few." Buzzed driving is drowsy driving.

Interested in
Basketball?
Swimming?
Diving?
Baseball?

Contact:
Matt Helland,
hellmat@jit.edu

TECHNEWS

This Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/5</td>
<td>12/7</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>12/9</td>
<td>12/10</td>
<td>12/11</td>
<td>12/12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Men's Basketball at North Central 7PM
- Women's Basketball at Silver Lake 7PM
- Men and Women's Swimming and Diving at US Open 9PM

Last Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/29</td>
<td>11/30</td>
<td>12/1</td>
<td>12/2</td>
<td>12/3</td>
<td>12/4</td>
<td>12/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Men's Basketball Lost to Bethel 77-61
- Women's Basketball at US Open 7PM
- Men and Women's Swimming and Diving at US Open 7PM

SCARLET HAWK ATHLETICS
**Ringtones**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Text Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My Humps - Black Eyed Peas</td>
<td>181001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hustler's Ambition - 50 Cent</td>
<td>181002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay Fly - Fall Out Boy</td>
<td>181003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run It! - Chris Brown</td>
<td>181004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Here We Go Again (feat. Kolya) - Tina</td>
<td>181005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Be Bummin' (Legalize It) - Sean Paul</td>
<td>181006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm Sprung - T-Pain</td>
<td>181007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl Textile (feat. Trey Songz) - Twista</td>
<td>181008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't Cha - Pussycat Dolls</td>
<td>181009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play - Dashboard</td>
<td>181010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm a King (feat. T.I. and U2 Scrappy) - P.S.C</td>
<td>181011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reggaeton Latino - Don Omar</td>
<td>181012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar, We're Going Down - Fall Out Boy</td>
<td>181013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul Survivor - Young Jeezy</td>
<td>181014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Digger - Kanye West</td>
<td>181015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential - Youngbloodz</td>
<td>181016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hung Up (Can't Keep Waiting For You) - Madonna</td>
<td>181017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome to Jamrock - Damian Marley</td>
<td>181018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus of Suburbia - Green Day</td>
<td>181019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighters Up - Lil' Kim</td>
<td>181020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Then - Mike Jones</td>
<td>181021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back in Black - AC/DC</td>
<td>181022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shake It Off - Maliah Carey</td>
<td>181023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewie's Stew Party - Family Guy</td>
<td>181024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow Wind - R. Kelly</td>
<td>181025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm N Liv (With a Stepper) - T-Pain</td>
<td>181026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Hood - Young Jeezy</td>
<td>181027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel Good Inc. - Gorillaz</td>
<td>181028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Bitch - Webbie</td>
<td>181029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I Got High - Afroman</td>
<td>181030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Games & Apps**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fabrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>